
Greene Rod and Gun Club IDPA 9-12-2015

Round 

Count Limited?

distance 

(yards) Stands Sticks

Bad 

guys

Special 

bad 

guys

no 

shoots

Strong 

weak 

hand barrels

pepper 

popper

table 

and 

chair Walls Other props and alterations.

Pit 1 

100yd 

range Five Down 15 no

3 to 9 

yds 4 8 6 1 no bianchi barricade

Pit 2 Heads or tails 12 YES 9 yds 6 12 6 0 no Coin to flip, start with back to targets

Pit 3 Construction site 16 no 2 to 22 9 18 8 2 no 10

bianchi barricade, shoot thru barrel, carpet for P4 

prone. May need to substitute a wall section or 

use another bianchi barricade due to barrel 

shortage.

Pit 4 Port hole plinkin 14 no 3 to 10 10 20 8 2

Strong 

and 

weak P1 box

For head shots on T1 and T2 we should utilize 

used targets with good heads. Use old targets 

without heads and black paint for special cut-out 

ports at P2 and P3, or else get black corrugated 

plastic from Raymond and cut port holes. P1 box, 

use more Black plastic from Raymond?

Pit 5 

top of 

hill Platos retreat 12 YES 2 to 15 3 6 3 0 no 3

P3 Kneeling pads and provide chair as alternate 

to kneeling at P3.

total 69 32 64 31 0 5 13 0 0

As of July 2014, Berm has been improved between pit 4 and pit 5 (100 yard range). Now more able to use taller targets and less worries with steel.

Total inventory of items availale:

44 stands, 88 sticks.

1 double swinger, 1 out and back that can be converted to a swinger, 1 turner, 2 large 42" pepper poppers, 1 small pepper popper.

2 falling man targets.

1 wall (We have dark green snow fence to use to build more walls. Need treated lumber and steel bases and steel reinforcement brackets for corners)

how many barrels to we have???


